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SENATOR DOLE 

GEORGE PIELER 

TALK TO HUMAN EVENTS GROUP 

The Human Events Leadership Briefing group would be 
interested in your prognosis for our fiscal situation, in 
tax reform, and possible protectionist measures. Attached 
are current materials on these subjects. 

Also, they hope that you will mention (favorably) the work 
of Human Events and Radio America to get out the conservative 
viewpoint. 

You might score some points by mentioning your opposition to 
the Superfund VAT. Talking points on that subject also are 
attached. 

Attachment 
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Talking Points -- Gingles v Thornburg -- Voting Rights Act 

- As you know, I recently joined a Congressional amicus brief in the 
case of Gingles v Thornburg, currently pending before the Supreme 
Court . At issue in the case is the meaning of the 1982 compromise 
amendments to Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, which I sponsored. 
The other principals sponsors and proponents of the 1982 amendments --
including Republicans Grassley, Mathias, Sensenbrenner and Fish -- also 
j oined the brief. 

-The brief, which is at odds with the position the Justice Department 
and the North Carolina Democratic Attorney General have taken, urges 
the Supreme Court t o affirm a lower court's ruling that under the 
totality of circumstances, North Carolina's use of large, multi-
member districts for its state legislature denies blacks an equal 
opportunity to participate in the political process in violation 
of Section 2. 

- I di d not t ake my dec ision t o join this brief lightly . Cont rary to 
what some of you might think, I do not relish public disagreements 
with the Administration. However, this case was unique for two reasons . 

-First, North Carlina's districting scheme has not only worked to the 
disadvantage of Black voters. It has submerged the vote of all political 
minorities, including the Republican party's. If the Supreme Court 
does reverse the lower court's holding, it could throw into jeopardy 
many state legislative seats now held by Republicans. For this reason, 
both the RNC and Governor Martin have also filed amicus briefs urging 
the Supreme Court to affirm the lower court. 

-I also take issue with the way the Justice Department has interpreted 
Section 2. When I wrote the Section 2 compromise, my big concern was 
that the law not be interpreted to require proportional representation. 
I .didn't think -- and I still don't think-- that the race of candidates 
elected under a particular electoral system should be determinative. 
Rather, the focus should be on whether all voters of all races have 
equal access to the political process. 

-The Justice Department, however, seems to be saying that where minority 
candidates e·njoy some success that, by itself, d.emonstrates that minority 
voters have equal access to the process. That position stands in direct 
contradiction to the language of Section 2 which says that minority candi-
date success is, at most, one factor to take into account. 

-I am . strongly opposed to proportional representation being used as a 
yardstick for determining whether minority voting rights have been 
violated. The amicus brief I joined is consistent with this position. 
It repeatedly disavows a right to proportional representation. 
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SUPERFUND 

o I have consistently supported extension of Superfund with a 
reasonable increase in funding. However, I believe we have 
to pay for what we spend on this program, and raise the money 
in a fair and reasonable way. 

o Last year as Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee I 
worked to get enacted a $5 billion to $6 billion Superfund 
program for the next 5 years. We came close, but were unable 
to forge a consensus on the funding mechanism. 

o This spring I voted in the Finance Committee for a $5.3 
billion program (as against the $7.5 billion approved) and 
against the new broad-based tax (really a value-added tax). 
I'm against the new tax partly because it moves away from the 
notion of linking the costs of hazardous waste cleanup to the 
activities that contribute most to the waste problem. 

o But even more importantly, this new tax makes fiscal 
discipline impossible. It's a real revenue machine, and 
there's no guarantee it will be limited to Superfund in the 
future. If you don't believe it, just look at the Cranston 
amendment now pending to Superfund in the Senate. That 
amendment raises the fund from $7.5 billion to $10 billion. 
And as my friend from California says, it's done with just a 
small increase in the new VAT from .08 percent .115 percent. 
I think that proves my point. 
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TRADE 

o Historically, free trade has spurred U.S. economic growth, 
and fair competition from abroad has encouraged our 
industries to be more efficient. As a Senator from an 
agricultural state, I appreciate the importance of world 
markets for U.S. farmers. But, the United States cannot be 
the world's only free trader-B:ny more than we can 
unilaterally disarm. 

$150 BILLION TRADE DEFICIT 

o Last year, as you know we faced a record shattering $123 
billion merchandise trade deficit and this year it could 
reach $1~0 billion. Our deficit with just four of the places 
I recently visited--Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong--will 
amount to $70 billion this year. 

o This gross imbalance has devastated important sectors of our 
economy, particularly manufacturing which is costing us 
millions of jobs, offsetting employment gains in the service 
sector. In the last ten years, it is estimated that the 
United States has lost over 600,000 jobs in just three 
industries alone: textiles and apparel, steel and footwear. 
And this trend has now spread to such high technology areas 
as telecommunications and semiconductors. 

IMPACT ON AGRICULTURE 

o The deterioration in the U.S. trade position has been equally 
pronounced in the agricultural sector. From a record high of 
$43.5 biilion in 1980, farm exports have plummeted $10 
billion in the past five years. 

o To a large extent, our trade woes are self-inflicted. 
American business can be faulted for not being more 
aggressive in pursuing export markets. The U.S. economy also 
has recovered from the worldwide recession more quickly and 
vigorously than the economies of our major trading partners. 
The biggest culprit however is the overvalued dollar, which 
has made U.S. goods 40% more expensive over the past four 
years -- and at the root of this problem is our inability to 
control budget deficits. 

o The best known of the trade bills include the 
Thurmond/Jenkins bill, which estabishes annual limits on the 
growth of all imports of textiles and apparel, except for 
goods from the EC and Canada. With 53 cosponsors in the 
Senate and over 290 in the House, passage must be considered 
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a strong possibility. Another major contender is the 
Danforth/Finance Committee bill responding to Japanese Unfair 
Trade Practices, which mandates U.S. retaliation unless Tokyo 
acts to remove trade barriers. A similar nonbinding 
resolution passed the Senate by a vote of 92-0 in the spring. 
There is also the Bentsen/Rostenkowski bill, which provides 
for a 253 surcharge on all imports from Japan, Taiwan, Korea, 
and Brazil. 

OPTIONS 

o Section 301 authority permits the Administration to respond 
by imposing tariffs, import quotas, or other restrictions, 
when an unfair foreign trade practice is burdening U.S. 
commerce. But Section 301 has only been used in two cases 
since its enactment in 1974. There are indications the 
Administration has recognized this need. 

Some of the options available to Congress would include: 

o More active and coordinated exchange rate policy. 

o A temporary and generalized increase in U.S. tariffs to 
offset the effects of the overvalued U.S. dollar and 
reduce the U.S. budget deficit. 

o A review of the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) to 
eliminate some of the better-off beneficiary countries. 

o Reform of U.S. trade remedy laws to make them more 
responsive to complaints by U.S. industry and encourage 
more expeditious adjusment to foreign competitors. 
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THE J)f·:F lC: IT AND THE AVERAG E f\MEIUCAN 

• Unless we enacl a massive deficit reduction measure, American families will face either higher interest r ates or high e r inflation: not to mention the risk of a disastrous new recession throwing millions of breadwinners out of work. 

• Most economists believe that enactment of the deficit reduction package as large as the Senate offer will produce a drop of at least 1 percent in interest rates over the short run and 2 to 3 pecentage points over the long term: relative to what they otherwise would be. 
• With a 2% drop in interest rates, the monthly payment on a median priced home ($80,000) will go down by about $100 a month. 

Conversely, if we don't reduce the deficit to keep rates as low as they are now, homeowners could face that large an increase-or-more in monthly payments. 

A 2% drop in interest rates would mean an additional $4,000 in income for the average wheat farmer with a 1,000 acre operation. 

e This year alone, the Federal government will overspend close to $1,000 for every man, woman and child in America. 

• This $1,000 per head of additional Federal debt will be one more burden for our children to repay in higher taxes or higher inflation in the future. 
• I don't believe we can let this budget negotiation fail. If we don't act now on major deficit reduction, the American people will pay the price. By 1989, interest on the debt alone would take up half of all individual income tax payments. The interest cost would be $250 billion or $1, 100 for each American. 

• If we can get something like this package I am very, very optimistic about the course of the economy. I think we take too much for granted what we have achieved so far: strong growth without inflation. We can keep that going if we reduce the deficit substantially. The way is open to econom ic performance unprecedented in the postwar period if we have the will to find it. 
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Taxes 
... _ 

• The President and the American people have sworn off tax increases as a deficit solution, and no one in Congress seems to want to suggest otherwise. So as far as taxes are concerned, the focus will be on tax reform and ways to improve the distribution of the tax burden. 
• There have been a lot of reports and analyses of inequities in the tax code, including one by Joe Pechman on who pays taxes, and one by Ralph Nader's Public Citizen group on c6rporate loopholes. Despite all the headlines, the bottom line conclusion is one we have known for a long time--payroll taxes and bracket creep raised the tax burden on working people, while the proliferation of tax loopholes cut taxes for the upper incomes and corporations. There, in nutshell, is the source of most of the momentum for tax reform. 

• Working people have legitimate concerns in the tax debate: protection of the tax free status of fringe benefits that workers have bargained for, including health insurance--greater equity for the average taxpayer through lower rates and larger personal exemptions. Businesses and workers who don't benefit from rich fringe benefits have legitimate concerns, too, which is why we expect a long and lively debate. 

• Clearly tax reform is important, because we must have a tax system that our.people believe in and will support without coercion. But unless we deal with the deficit, initiatives such as tax reform will fall by the way~ide--because our fiscal crisis will demand all our energy 1f it gets worse. 
• Republicans led the effort to reduce and index tax rates, close corporate loopholes, shut off some upper-income benefits, and improve tax compliance over the past four years. Taken together these changes are the best improvements in tax policy for working people in many years. And without them, scheduled increases in the payroll tax would be pinching workers much more severely than they are. 

• The latest report by the Joint Committee on Taxation shows that tax loopholes and preferences will amount to about ~424 billion in 1986. Tax loopholes are on a rapid growth path--which is why people are troubled by the unfairness of a "swiss cheese" t a x base. 
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o The President has proposed a striking and historic revision of the income tax laws. His plan would make the system both simpler and fairer. 

o The present 14 brackets would be replaced by just three: 15%, 25%, and 35%. The maximum corporate rate would drop to 33% (with graduated rates for small business). 
o The plan as a whole would shift the tax burden away from working people and toward businesses that have a-IOt of income but haven't paid their share of tax. Total taxes paid by individuals would drop 7 percent, while corporate tax payments would rise about 9 percent. 
o Distributional Offset. Under the Reagan plan, families with incomes of $10,000 or less would get a 35.5% tax cut; $10,000 to $15,000, a 22.8% tax cut; $15,000 to $20,000, a 13.5% tax cut; $20,000 to $30,000, an 8.7% tax cut; $30,000 to $50,000, a 6.6% tax cut; $50,000 to $100,000, a 4.2% tax cut; $100,000 to $200,000, a 4.1% tax cut; and $200,000 or more, a 10.7% tax cut (the larger-than-average break for the top income group results from the lower top rate of 35% and the lower top capital gain tax rate of 17.5%). 

o Return Free System. Under the Reagan plan, only 33% of taxpayers are expected to itemize. In addition, more than half of all taxpayers would be able to get their tax bill or refund without filing a return (if they so choose). 

o Protection for Low Income. The plan would remove from the tax rolls virtually all families, married couples, single heads of households, and older Americans at or below the poverty line. This would result from the combination of increasing the personal exemption, zero bracket, earned income credit, and the new consolidated credit for the blind, elderly, and disabled. 

o Indexing Protection. The plan retains the indexing protection for rate brackets, the personal exemption, and the zero bracket which we pioneered in 1981. Most plans that claim to do more for middle incomes (like Bradley-Gephardt) do not protect taxpayers against inflation and would do less for them in the long run. President Reagan also expands the indexing concept to the earned income credit, protecting the working poor, to depreciation and to capital gains (in 1991). 
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o Business and c;rowth . President Reagan proposes a system of business taxation that is more neutral a nd will reduce tax-motivaterl distortio ns that skew economic decis ions. Repealing the ITC and revising depreciation schedules mean greater neutrality among different investment categories. Other changes that will limi~ economic distortions include limiting real estate tax breaks to the amount at risk, and tightening the minimum tax with regard to oil and gas tax breaks (intangible drill ing costs). 

o Issues to Watch. Congress is giving the President's plan a very close l ook , and no doubt many Members have particular changes they want to propose. In particular, there will be focus on : 

Distribution of Tax Burden. Some are concerned about the break for the top income class--but to address that would require changing the rate structur e on the capital gains exclusion, both very sensitive issues. Secretary Baker's proposals to drop inventory indexing, eliminate 40l(k)s, and restore the child care credit will help make the case this is a revenue-neutral plan. 

Neutrality/Investment. Any perceived deviation from "neutral" tax treatment for different 
industries will bring demands for change from other industries. In addition, those industries most heavily subsidized by the current code--like those which benefit from the ITC because they are capital-intensive--will want to minimize the effect of the plan. 

State and Local Taxes. Secretary Baker has said that eliminating the deduction for State and local taxes is a sort of "acid test" for serious tax reform. This is a $40 billion item over the projected phase-in period, and that amount would be difficult to make up. If high-tax States can fight off this change--even in the context of much lower tax rates and other benefits that ease the tax take on their citizens--progress may be difficult. A compromise that doesn't lose much revenue may be necessary. 
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ESCALATING DEFICIT 

The main threat to continued economic expansion is run-away 
Federal spending. 

o Since 1940, the Federal Government has run deficits in 37 
out of the last 45 years. Since 1960, we've run deficits in 
24 out of 25 years. 

o In 1985, the gross Federal debt will total $1,841 trillion, 
an increase of 533% over 1960, 238% over 1975, and 101% over 
1980. The total debt in 1985 now stands at 48% of our GNP. 

o With no changes in Federal spending policy, CBO projects 
that Federal outlays will rise from $950 billion in 1985 to 
$1,378 trillion in 1990--an increase of $428 billion in five 
years. 

o If no changes are made, the budget deficit will increase 
from $214 billion in FY 85 to $300 billion in 1990 and the 
National debt will increase to $2,786. 

INTEREST ON THE DEBT 

This massive increase in debt has itself created one of the 
largest and fastest growing components of Federal spending--
interest on the debt. Constant deficits have put fiscal policy 
on an endless treadmill of paying for the irresponsibility of 
previous decades: 

o In 1965, interest on the National debt cost $9 billion and 
consumed 1.4% of GNP. By 1980, annual interest costs rose 
to $52 billion--2% of GNP. But the worst was yet to come. 

o In 1985, interest on the National debt will cost taxpayers 
$130 billion--almost three times the level of five years 
age. This represents 3.8% of GNP, 13.5% of the entire 1985 
budget, and a 1,450% increase in costs over 1965. 

o $130 billion is equal to the sum total of all Federal 
spending from 1789--the founding of the Republic--to 1936. 
It also equals total Federal outlays in 1966, the entire 
defense budget in 1980, and twice the level of medicare 
funding today. 

o To put it in even simpler terms, about 40% of all revenue 
collected bv the Federal Government from personal income 
taxes ($330~billion in 1985) will go to pay interest costs 
and no Federal services at all. 
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THE NATIONAL CONSERVATIVE WEEKLY ~. IU , ~IJ ~. jtH 

Aug t 2J 1985 . : t/-()~ us ' ' ;Jr-'~ 

The Honorable Robert Dole 
Office of the Majority Leader 
U.S. Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

y ~ - ., \ 

./ I ~ ·"· Dear Senator Dole: ., 

On September 2J, Human Events, the Nati nal Conservative Weekly, 
and Radio America, the National Conservative Radio Syndicate, will 
co-sponsor a Leadersh_~J~-~~-~fi?g_in the Ha!_!_ of _!'lags of the National x 
Chamber of COLl!_Il!_erce Building. /t./S fi/ N, YfW-==--

~----- (P.f.. ~tJ-S:Jb<J) ~ 

Attending wi 11 be appro~J_ll!~...t.el.y __ .120 Washington representatives r · . . 
of maj~LcQrpo.rations. The program will featur9"presentations by 
senior officials from the Administration as well as leading members ~ /~ ~ 

of Congress on a variety of policy topics. .~~1~ 
In addition to providing informative presentations, it is our aim,-- d'~:~t;i} 
to better aquaint those attending with Human Events and Radio Americ~a ~t¥ 
as two important and steadfast defenders of the free enterprise 
system in the hope that we can attract more corporate support for 
the two organizations. ~~ Q· 

We would b~hol1Q£ed _E_lf_g_~_::;-~~~at_efaj.___i.!:: __ you wou_~~~_?_:._~e to be f / 
one of the speakers for the session. ~ - -
The briefing will run from 1:00 to 5:JO, with a reception following. 
Briefing~ are scheduled to be a half-hour long--remarks of 15 minutes 
followed by 15 minutes of questions and answers. 

If you will be able to participate, please advise us by mail, or 
have your appointments secretary ca~.RObert;-~88-=-1297 to 
work out the details concerning topic' and time. 

The afternoon promises to be a most interesting one and we hope 
you will be able to join us. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

~ /,____ Si/!-;:!/~ 
Thomas S. Winter, Editor ~~es C. Roberts,President 

?fo ~v~s~ ~ ~ h ~d,;t/0(1.f-~~?) AMERICA 

P.S. Enclosed for your information is some 
material about Human Events and Radio America. 

422 First Street. S.E. • Washington. D.C. 20003 
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